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Abstract. Receptor trafficking and its regulation have appeared in the last two decades to be a major controller
of basal synaptic transmission and its activity-dependent plasticity. More recently, considerable advances in
super-resolution microscopy have begun deciphering the subdiffraction organization of synaptic elements
and their functional roles. In particular, the dynamic nanoscale organization of neurotransmitter receptors in
the postsynaptic membrane has recently been suggested to play a major role in various aspects of synapstic
function. We here review the recent advances in our understanding of alpha-amino-3-hydroxy-5-méthyl-4-iso-
xazolepropionic acid subtype glutamate receptors subsynaptic organization and their role in short- and long-term
synaptic plasticity. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction of
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1 Introduction
The fundamental building block of neuron-to-neuron communi-
cation is the synapse, a micrometer size organelle, where the
membranes of two cells come in close apposition to favor infor-
mation transfer. Our deep understanding of this structure, named
for the first time in 1897 by Foster and Sherrington, has evolved
in parallel with the development of new technologies. Most of
the main conceptual advances in our understanding of synaptic
organization and function have originated from new imaging
developments. Based on the new silver staining developed by
Camillo Golgi, Cajal1 demonstrated that nerve cells are not
continuous but contiguous, invalidating the cable theory of the
nervous system. At the same time, he introduced the notion that
a synapse is composed of three independent compartments:
the presynapse, the postsynapse, and the space between them:
the synaptic cleft. This organization remained hypothetical
until the first precise image of a synapse was obtained in parallel
in the 1950s by two laboratories using electron microscopy.2,3

The first image of a synapse revealed an asymmetric organiza-
tion, with one compartment enriched in∼50 nm sized vesicle.2,4,5

This discovery and the demonstration one year later that
these vesicles contained neurotransmitters,5 coupled to Katz’s
electrophysiological recordings of unitary postsynaptic voltage
changes, established most of the basis for our current knowledge
of the mechanisms of synaptic transmission.6,7 The presynapse
releases a “quantum” of neurotransmitters in the synaptic cleft
due to discrete vesicle fusion, triggering a reproducible postsy-
naptic current. Despite the large number of newly available tech-
niques, our present vision of the synapse is not very different
from the one described by Palay, even though the invention
of the patch-clamp technique offered a more robust way to

measure synaptic currents8 and the revolution in genomics
and proteomics allowed to allocate proteins, their interactions,
and structures, into the various synaptic compartments. From
the cloning of the first glutamate receptor in 19949 and the iden-
tification of PSD-95 as the main scaffold element of the post-
synaptic density,10–12 to the extensive proteomic characterization
of synaptic elements,13–16 it is probably safe to say that by now,
most protein constituents of the synapse have been identified.
However, as detailed below, we still do not fully understand
how synapses work and many shadow zones remain.

An important misconception in shaping our original under-
standing of synaptic transmission was the omission of dynamic
regulation at various levels. Indeed, since 1973 and the discovery
of the concept of synaptic plasticity by Bliss and Lomo, new
dynamic levels of regulation of synaptic transmission have regu-
larly been identified. From this moment, synaptic transmission
is accepted as a dynamic mechanism, which can be modified
through plastic events on both short and long terms to adapt the
synaptic transmission to various types of received inputs.17–20

The expansion of neuroscience research during the 1990s led
to an intense debate over the role of both the pre- and the post-
synapse in those plastic events. Short-term plasticity has been
usually attributed to presynaptic modifications. Briefly, when
action potentials arrive in the 1- to 100-Hz range, calcium levels
accumulate over time in the presynaptic terminal, leading to
a time-dependent increase in the release probability, which is
responsible for short-term paired-pulse facilitation.21 This
dogma is still valid in spite of the identification of some post-
synaptic components in the regulation of short-term synaptic
depression, such as alpha-amino-3-hydroxy-5-méthyl-4-isoxa-
zolepropionic acid (AMPA) receptor (AMPAR) desensitization
and more recently AMPAR lateral diffusion (see Sec. 2.1).

Concerning long-term plasticity, the debate has been more
pronounced. The main evidence suggesting a presynaptic
mechanism came from the observation that the synaptic failure
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rate decreases following the induction of long-term potentiation
(LTP).22–24 But other studies suggest that postsynaptic modifi-
cations, such as AMPAR over-accumulation, were sufficient to
induce LTP.25–28 Various recent studies demonstrate that the
reality lies in-between. Postsynaptically, changes in the number
and composition of AMPAR complexes have been observed by
uncaging and fluorescence imaging experiments. Moreover,
some synapses are able to unsilence following potentiation
protocols by accumulating AMPAR.29–31 On the other hand,
retrograde signaling via endocannabinoids indicates that the pre-
synapse is also affected by long-term plasticity and, until now,
the existence of a possible increase in glutamate content inside
vesicles, or the change of release probability has not been ruled
out.32,33

This review paper focuses mainly on postsynaptic organiza-
tion and modifications, but it is important to constantly keep in
mind that pre- and postsynapses are intrinsically connected and
coregulated. We will focus on changes that occur on the post-
synaptic side of the synapse, which indeed are now recognized
as playing a central role in plasticity at many synapses, including
the Schaeffer collaterals and CA1 pyramidal cells of the hippo-
campus, arguably the best studied synapse in terms of plasticity
phenomenon.

Modifications in postsynaptic properties have been proposed
early to account for plasticity of synaptic transmission.34–36

These modifications have been attributed both to the changes
in glutamatergic receptor properties26,37–39 and the modification
in AMPAR numbers at the postsynapse.30,35,40,41 The changes in
AMPAR number have been initially attributed solely to endo-
cytic and exocytic processes.42–46 It has been demonstrated that
exocytosis of AMPAR is essential for induction of LTP.44 But an
important remaining question was how do AMPARs travel from
the exocytosed vesicle to the synapse? The first use of single-
particle tracking, the ancestor of super-resolution microscopy,
revealed that AMPAR can diffuse at the plasma-membrane
(as all transmembrane proteins, and in particular all neurotrans-
mitter receptors) and exchange between synaptic and extrasy-
naptic sites.47–49 The application of the revolutionary single-
particle and single-molecule-tracking approaches has granted
access to understanding the behavior of single proteins. After a
series of first steps based on imaging latex beads, then organic
dyes and semiconductor quantum dots, the last decade has seen
a large development of super-resolution imaging techniques largely
based on massively increasing the throughput of single-molecule
detection assays, offering a new vision of synapse organization.

2 New Vision of the Synapse

2.1 Nonsaturation of Postsynaptic AMPARs by
Glutamate Release

The conceptualization of the synapse as being composed of
a presynaptic compartment dedicated to calcium-dependent
neurotransmitter release and a postsynaptic compartment
harboring a stable number of receptors has long been sufficient
to define a functional model of synaptic transmission. Within
such a framework, long-term plasticity is explained by presy-
naptic modification of release probability and potential changes
in the glutamate content per vesicle, and by postsynaptic
increases or decreases in the total amount of AMPAR inside
the PSD. Our view of the number of AMPAR present in
a given PSD has evolved importantly over the years. One of
the initial paper, based on electron microscopy, described

a “sharp decrease of receptor density at the edge of the mem-
brane specialization (the PSD), which demonstrates that at a
given level of glutamate only a well-defined number of receptors
can be activated.”50 Even if glutamate diffuses out of the cleft, a
much lower density of receptors will be reached, probably con-
tributing little to the synaptic current. Then, improvement in
fluorescence microscopy and electron microscopy labeling and
glutamate uncaging started to better estimate the number of
AMPAR inside the synapse, with an amount of around 100
receptors per synapse.51–53 A paradox appeared when the num-
ber of AMPAR per PSD was compared to the effective ampli-
tude of miniature currents, which reports a lower amplitude than
expected even by taking into account the low affinity of AMPAR
for glutamate.

The first answer to this paradox has been brought by the
Richard Tsien Laboratory, when they demonstrated that a single
glutamate vesicle release into the synaptic cleft was not able to
saturate all postsynaptic AMPARs.54 This work has then been
confirmed by other laboratories, even if the real saturation level
of AMPAR inside the synapse during endogenous activity is
still not perfectly defined.55–59 Indeed, experimental studies of
glutamate diffusion into the synaptic cleft suggest that under the
release site, glutamate can reach a concentration of around 1 to
5 mM within a couple 100 μs following vesicle release.57,58,60–62

Computing and modeling, based largely on Monte Carlo sim-
ulations, allowed to estimate the width of the synaptic area,
where glutamate concentration is sufficient to activate AMPAR.
Due to the strong cooperativity of AMPAR activation and the
rapid dissipation of glutamate, AMPAR seems to be activated
only onto an area of around 100 to 150 nm full width at half
maximum (FWHM) in front of the release site.55,56,59,62,63 These
conclusions partly change our conception of what could be the
synaptic quantum of response. Indeed, initially a quantum was
considered as the number of glutamate molecules per vesicle.
Models now show that the amplitude of synaptic responses
depends not only on the presynaptic quantum but also on the
clustering level of AMPARs and their position with respect
to the release site (Fig. 1).55,59,64,65

2.2 Lateral Diffusion of AMPARs as a Mechanism
to Control AMPAR Density at the Synapse

Although the concept of a fluid mosaic membrane has been
proposed since 1972 by Singer and Nicholson,66 and that the
application of the FRAP technique has demonstrated a rapid
exchange via Brownian lateral diffusion of the various mem-
brane constituents,67,68 it is only since the early 2000s, with the
improvement of single-particle tracking techniques, that lateral
diffusion has started to be considered as a nonnegligible physio-
logical parameter, particularly in neuronal cells. Precursor stud-
ies were performed by Mu Ming Poo’s Lab on the acetylcholine
receptor, showing its diffusion in the extrasynaptic membrane of
muscle cells and introducing the diffusion trap model.68–70 A
few years later, many laboratories, including Sheetz’s to study
adhesion molecules and biomechanical forces and Kusumi’s to
understand diffusion properties of membrane proteins and
lipids, have used and improved single-particle tracking tech-
niques.71–73 In 2001, for the first time, our group together with
Antoine Triller applied single-particle tracking techniques on
neurons to reveal and analyze the properties of the mobility
of an inhibitory neurotransmitter receptor.74

One year later, we published the characterization of AMPAR
surface mobility.47 The use of single-particle tracking drastically
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changed our vision of AMPAR dynamic and organization inside
synapses. The dogma that neurotransmitter receptors were
immobile at synapses, their number in the PSD being affected
only by endo- and exocytosis, was proven wrong. Indeed,
various experiments revealed that AMPARs constantly alternate
between fast Brownian diffusion and confined motion.47,49

Each receptor may adopt successively both of these behaviors,
and activity regulates the time spent in one or the other diffusive
state.49,75–78 Importantly, these experiments revealed the pres-
ence of specific and saturable binding sites for AMPAR inside
the synapse.

The following years in the field have been dedicated to
identify which molecular mechanisms are responsible for the
AMPAR trapping at synapses. Unraveling the nature of the
traps was intimately linked to the initial progress in genome
sequencing and decoding and then the improvement in high
throughput and sensitive proteomic technique.79–82 For example,
Letts et al.83 cloned gamma2, a protein belonging to the calcium
channel family that when mutated triggered hereditary epilepsy
in mice. Two years later, gamma2 (also named stargazin)
has been identified as the first AMPAR regulatory protein,

implicated in both their cellular traffic to the membrane,
the regulation of their electrophysiological properties and
responsible for their synaptic trapping.84,85 These studies dem-
onstrated that AMPARs do not travel alone, but they are part of
a macromolecular complex composed of many different aux-
iliary proteins. The composition of these complexes is highly
dynamic and varies across different brain regions and during
neuronal activity.86 So far, the AMPAR complex proteome is
composed of >30 different proteins, mainly transmembrane
ones. It includes the receptor core, formed by tetramers
of the pore forming GluA1-4 subunits9,87 and of various
associated proteins belonging mainly to three families of
membrane proteins: the transmembrane AMPA regulatory pro-
teins (TARPs γ-2, γ-3, γ-4, γ-7, and γ-8,88), the cornichon,
(CNIH2 and CNIH3,81,89), and the shisa family (Shisa9/
CKAMP44 and Shisa6,82,90,91) [Fig. 2(a)]. The precise role
of each auxiliary subunit is not well established, even if
many studies using knock-out mice or protein mutations
have tried to clarify the impact of some AMPAR associated
proteins on synaptic function both at basal state and during
plastic events.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1 Toward a new vision of the synapse. (a) Scheme of synapse, the area where AMPAR can be
activated by glutamate after release of a presynaptic vesicle is represented in red. Previously, synaptic
receptor in the synapse was thought to be saturated, in 1920s experiments from several laboratories
demonstrated that AMPAR are likely activated only on a 100- to 150-nm diameter area due to their
low affinity.55,56,59,62 (b) Effect of AMPAR organization and release site localization on the variability
of AMPAR responses. Following the discovery of the nonsaturation of synaptic AMPAR, modeling stud-
ies identified three hypothesis represented here. From left to right: even organization of AMPAR and
random release, clustered AMPAR and random release, clustered organization and release in front
of the cluster. The corresponding average and variability of miniature EPSC in function of AMPAR organi-
zation are represented in (c).
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The most studied auxiliary proteins belong to the family of
the TARPs, which include stargazin (TARP γ-2), the canonical
member of this family. Stargazin is important for the trapping
of AMPARs inside the synapse and more particularly to the
MAGUK proteins present inside the PSD (such as PSD9584,92).
The loss of interaction between the TARP and the scaffold,
as shown using a c-terminus truncation mutant of stargazin
that cannot bind PSD95 (delta-C mutant), impairs AMPAR
accumulation at synapses, decreasing the amplitude of the
synaptic response.95 Single-particle tracking video microscopy
demonstrated that the dynamic interaction between stargazin
and PSD-95 regulates the exchange of AMPARs by lateral
diffusion between extrasynaptic and synaptic compartments.95

Those exchanges are controlled mostly by the phosphorylation
state of the TARP92,93,96 [Fig. 2(b)]. The disruption of this
interaction using competing divalent ligands reduces AMPAR
synaptic function and decreases the trapping of AMPAR at
synapses.97 Interestingly, competing for the TARP-PSD95
interaction could suppress only half of the synaptic responses,
suggesting that other interactions might be at play to stabilize
AMPAR at synapses.

Little is known about the role of other TARPs on AMPAR
lateral diffusion and immobilization at the PSD. TARP γ-7,
mainly expressed in the cerebellum, seems to be also involved
in the regulation of AMPAR anchoring inside the synapse,98,99

and TARP γ-8, mainly expressed in the hippocampus and in
the cortex, seems to control AMPAR number at the plasma
membrane and extrasynaptic localization,100 even if its role in
anchoring to PSD-95 is still controversial.100,101

The literature is less abundant concerning the auxiliary pro-
teins that do not belong to the TARP family, and for the moment,
a clear vision of their physiological and molecular role is still
lacking. The cornichon protein seems to be able to form a tri-
partite interaction with AMPAR and TARP.102 This interaction
could stabilize AMPAR/TARP complex and act on AMPAR
gating properties.89 Initially, the shisa family members had
been identified as a regulator of the biophysical properties of
AMPARs82,90,91,103 but recently, Klaassen et al.91 demonstrated
that they also play a role in anchoring AMPAR. All those studies

pointed to the existence of a tight coupling between the regu-
lation of AMPAR gating properties and their diffusion/trapping
behavior. Despite extensive research on the role of the different
auxiliary protein on AMPAR properties, heavy work is still
needed to determine the contribution of the AMPAR complex
composition variability into the multiplicity of synaptic response
properties observed in the different central nervous system
areas.

Even if the precise role of each AMPAR auxiliary subunit is
not clear, previous studies have shown that they play a crucial
role in both the lateral diffusion and the synaptic organization of
AMPAR, thus regulating the synaptic transmission efficiency.
Most of these experiments used quantum dot or FRAP experi-
ments, limiting the access to a high number of individual
molecule properties. The emergence of new high-density live
super-resolution techniques with higher throughput will now
allow better characterization of the role of each auxiliary protein
in AMPAR organization and diffusion properties.

2.3 Postsynaptic Nano-Organization

As mentioned above, studies in the early 2000s questioned the
existence of a putative sub-PSD organization of postsynaptic
proteins.54,56,59 Unfortunately, optical microscopy is limited
by diffraction to 300 nm, rendering it impossible to decipher
AMPAR organization with a precision higher than the PSD
size. First attempts at describing this organization have been
performed using single-particle tracking with quantum dots.
In these conditions, random second to minute time scale immo-
bilization of AMPAR in the PSD was reported, revealing
a potential local subsynaptic organization.76 But it is only
the recent application of the new super-resolution microscopy
techniques on AMPAR that succeeded to reveal the AMPAR
nano-organization inside synapses.64,65,104–106

In the last decade, new microscopy techniques have been
developed to bypass the diffraction limit, such as structured illu-
mination microscopy, stimulated emission depletion (STED),
and single-molecule localization microscopy, including photo-
activated localization microscopy (PALM), universal point

(a) (b)

Fig. 2 Scheme of the molecular organization of AMPAR content. (a) Representation of the AMPAR (as a
tetrameric structure) and of the various identified auxiliary proteins structure. (b) Schematic representa-
tion of an example of molecular AMPAR complex stabilization inside synapse. The phosphorylation of
the cytoplasmic tail of stargazin favors its orientation to the cytosol, increasing its interactions with
scaffolding proteins, and so immobilizing the AMPAR complex.92,93,94 Nonphosphorylated complexes
present a higher lateral surface mobility.
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accumulation in nanoscale topography (u-PAINT), and stochas-
tic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM).107–115 These
techniques allow observation of biological samples with 10-
to 100-nm spatial resolution. The improvement in labeling
techniques, fluorescent probes, and optical parameters has led
to major improvements in this field and opened the possibility
today to perform multicolor three-dimensional (3-D) image
acquisitions at tens of nanometer resolution,116–120 in tis-
sue,121–124 or even in vivo.125–128 This improvement in super-
resolution imaging also led to the development of high-density
single-particle tracking at the nanoscale. The most used
approach is arguably sptPALM,114 which allows tracking target
proteins genetically fused with photoswitchable fluorescent
proteins. More recently, the development of u-PAINT allowed
for the first time to track a high density of endogenous mem-
brane proteins and to build super-resolved images of native
proteins in real time by stochastic labeling.110

The emergence of those super-resolution imaging tech-
niques and their application in neuroscience allows a better

understanding of the dynamic distribution of synaptic proteins
at the nanoscale. In 2010, for the first time, STORM on fixed
olfactory bulb slices was performed to map the organization
of various pre- and postsynaptic scaffolding proteins.122 A
few years later, three papers using different complementary
super-resolution techniques were published and tackled the
question of the nano-organization of postsynaptic AMPARs
and PSD-95.64,65,105

Using a combination of super-resolution techniques, on fixed
or living hippocampal cultured neurons, Nair et al. focused on
AMPAR’s dynamic nano-organization. Using u-PAINT and
sptPALM, they tracked AMPARs at high density and showed
for the first time the presence at synapses of AMPARs nanodo-
mains. They observed that AMPARs are immobilized in fixed
hotspots and are mobile between those. Super-resolution imag-
ing on fixed cells (u-PAINT, PALM, dSTORM, and STED),
as well as electron microscopy, confirmed the presence of
one to three 80 nm clusters per synapse containing 20 to 25
receptors each (Fig. 3). Those AMPAR nanodomains can be
stable for tens of minutes at the synapse as shown by time
lapse sptPALM.65 On the other hand, MacGillavry et al.64 stud-
ied the dynamic organization of PSD-95-mEOS by PALM and
sptPALM and showed the presence of one 80-nm clusters per
synapse. Fukata et al.105 via an elegant approach, observed
∼150-nm cluster of the palmitoylated form of PSD-95 tagged
using for the first time a genetically encoded antibody sensitive
to palmitoylated form of PSD95 and imaged by STED micros-
copy. Nair et al. also investigated the organization of PSD-95
fused to mEOS by PALM and found ∼150-nm clusters. While
the presence of PSD-95 cluster is observed by the three groups,
the number of clusters is still controversial since MacGillavry
et al. observed one cluster per PSD (<10% of PSDs contain
more than one PSD-95 cluster), whereas Fukata et al. and
Nair et al. observed between one to four cluster per PSD depend-
ing of the PSD size (∼40% of PSDs contain more than one
PSD-95 cluster). Recently, Blanpied’s group reported an aver-
age of two nanoclusters of endogenous PSD-95 per synapse.129

In brain slices, these PSD95 subclusters have been recently
reported as well, and both Broadhead et al. and Tang et al.
found that 20% to 40% of PSDs contain more than one
PSD-95 nanocluster, on PSD95 mEOS or GFP knock-in mice
or endogenous PSD 95, respectively.104,129

Due to the large number of laboratories that have reported
the postsynaptic nano-organization of PSD95 and AMPAR,
this new concept discovered 3 years ago is now being currently
accepted. One important question regarding this synaptic
organization has been answered recently by the work of
Blanpied’s Lab, demonstrating the presence of presynaptic–
postsynaptic nanocolumns.129

It is optically challenging to realize multiple color experi-
ments at the nanoscale because of drift during acquisition, or
achromatisms, and so on. The solution they used was to couple
a new cluster detection method based on tessellation130 and
cross-correlation analysis to determine if two proteins are organ-
ized better than random. Tang et al. applied this analysis type on
dual 3-D-dSTORM images to observe presynaptic scaffolding
proteins as regulating synaptic membrane exocytosi (RIM)1/2
and the main postsynaptic scaffolding protein, PSD-95. RIM
is known to play an important role in synaptic-vesicle docking
through its interaction with MUNC13, which recruits calcium-
channels.131–133 Tang et al. observed that RIM1/2 presents a
clustered organization identical to PSD95 nanoclusters in both

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3 Example of AMPAR nano-organization and lateral mobility.
(a) Image of conventional fluorescence images and high-resolution
d-STORM of AMPAR organization on a dendrite (upper part), with
zoom on three synapses, where clusters can be easily distinguished
(lower part). (b) Image of conventional fluorescence images and high-
resolution u-PAINT of AMPAR lateral mobility on a dendrite (upper
part). In the lower part are represented individual AMPAR trajectories
of immobile receptors (left panel), which are mainly presented inside
nanoclusters (yellow circle), and mobile receptors (right panel), which
are enriched out of the nanoclusters.
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size and number of clusters. On the contrary, MUNC13 is more
broadly distributed, and Bassoon seems randomly organized.129

Tang et al.129 demonstrated that presynaptic clusters of
RIM1/2 are mainly aligned in front of postsynaptic clusters
of PSD95. This study provides evidence for the existence of
transsynaptic nanocolumns which coorganize the presynaptic
machinery for glutamate release with the postsynaptic AMPAR
nanodomains. This new concept reveals a molecular level of
organization between pre- and postsynapses unexpected 20
years ago, which likely notably improves the efficiency of
synaptic transmission. The molecular component responsible
for this presynaptic–postsynaptic alignment remains to be
identified. Deciphering the parameters that determine their
regulation during physiological processes as maturation and
plasticities will be important. Multiple candidates have been
identified, such as neurexin/neuroligin, N-cadherin, leucine
rich repeat transmembrane, or synCAM, but the relevant mol-
ecules are still unknown.134–137

The physiological impact of such an organization of the post-
synaptic compartment on synaptic transmission properties was
then investigated by using modeling. MacGillavry et al. used
Monte Carlo simulation to determine the effect of the localiza-
tion of glutamate release on uniform or clustered distribution of
AMPARs and showed that the release of glutamate on AMPARs
cluster increases the amplitude of mEPSCs compared to an “off
cluster” release or release on a “uniform” distribution.64 Based
on the same model, Nair et al.65 determined the impact not only
of AMPAR density inside clusters, but also of the intercluster
distance and cluster to release site distance on synaptic
responses. Monte Carlo simulations suggested that all these
parameters strongly impact the amplitude of mEPSCs. The
density of AMPARs was the most sensitive parameter. On the
contrary, a certain tolerance of a couple of tens of nanometer
with respect to mEPSC amplitude was observed with respect
to the location of the glutamate release site. Indeed, mEPSCs
amplitude decreased only when the release site was at least
100 nm away from the nanodomain center.

In spines containing more than one AMPAR nanodomain,
the average intercluster distance was measured of 450 nm,
with only 20% of clusters closer than 250 nm from one another.
Monte Carlo simulations showed that when glutamate was
released on top of a nanodomain, the second nanodomain is not
activated if the intercluster distance is larger than 300 nm,
revealing a certain independence of each nanodomain.65

Experimentally, Nair et al. partly destabilized nanodomains
to investigate the experimental importance of such an organiza-
tion on synaptic properties. PSD-95 is one of the main organ-
izers of AMPAR at synapses and two color super-resolution
imaging of PSD-95 and AMPAR suggests a colocalization of
both proteins. Knocking-down PSD-95 led to a 21% decrease
of AMPAR number per nanodomain, which was correlated
with a 20% decrease in mEPSCs amplitude. This correlation
between nanodomain content in AMPAR and the amplitude
of synaptic transmission suggests that AMPAR nanodomains
could be responsible for the postsynaptic quantum of synaptic
response.

This discovery of AMPAR nano-organization coupled to the
concept of lateral diffusion changes our vision of the synaptic
organization and function, but raises multiple questions. The
previously reported studies present a new vision of the synapse
at its stable state, but synapses are plastic organelles, able to
adapt both to short- and long-term stimulation. Hence, one can

postulate that modifications of AMPAR nanoscale organization
could underlie various forms of synaptic plasticity. Many studies
have brought indications of the molecular rearrangements
taking place during plasticity at the whole synapse—diffraction
limited—level; we now need to fuse these studies with the con-
cept of lateral diffusion and nanoclustering of AMPAR to
deliver a new vision of synaptic transmission regulation during
plastic events.

3 Activity Regulates the Dynamic
Nano-Organization of AMPARs

3.1 Importance of the Dynamic Nano-Organization
of AMPARs for Short-Term Plasticity

Neurons are able to adapt their synaptic response at high fre-
quency as a function of the previously received stimuli. Indeed,
the amplitude of a second response is highly dependent on the
delay that separates it from the first one. This mechanism, called
short-term plasticity, has been abundantly described because it
varies as a function of the type of neuron, the maturation status
of the synapses, and so on and determines the capacity of the
neuron to integrate and either filter or amplify the received
signal.138 Until recently, regulation of paired pulse responses
has solely been attributed to presynaptic modifications of
transmitter release or AMPAR desensitization. Presynaptic
short-term plasticity mechanisms largely involve variations in
presynaptic calcium buffering capacities or availability of
transmitter filled vesicles for release. If release probability is
boosted by the first stimulus, this leads to paired pulse facilita-
tion, whereas if release probability decreases, it leads to paired
pulse depression. Postsynaptic AMPAR desensitization also
participates in paired pulse depression at synapses with high
release probability.139–141 However, it has been generally
thought that at most synapses, and in particular at the Schaffer
collateral-CA1 cell synapses, AMPAR desensitization does not
participate in short-term plasticity.142 Generally, the impact of
AMPAR desensitization on paired pulse synaptic responses is
observed to be surprisingly lower than expected with respect
to the AMPAR biophysical properties observed in heterologous
systems.143

The introduction of the concept of AMPAR lateral mobility
in 2002 brought a new potentially important parameter.47

Indeed, the speed of the mobile receptors, around 0.1 to
1 μm2 s−1, is compatible with the temporality of paired pulse
synaptic events. In 2008, a role for AMPAR lateral mobility in
tuning the rate of recovery from paired pulse depression was
proposed. Heine et al. showed that the blockade of AMPAR
lateral mobility through antibody crosslinking largely decreases
the amplitude of the second synaptic response, promoting
paired-pulse depression.77 The general idea underlying this
study was that as AMPAR constantly diffuse inside synapses,
their speed allows them to cross the PSD within tens of milli-
seconds. Thus, during a paired pulse response with an intersti-
mulus interval in the tens of ms range, a significant amount of
AMPAR can be spatially exchanged. After a first glutamate
release, all receptors, and so among them the desensitized
one, could thus be replaced by naïve receptors from adjacent
regions. This could allow a faster recovery from synaptic
depression. The conclusion of this work was that AMPAR lat-
eral mobility could contribute to improve the synaptic response
to high-frequency stimulation.
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The role of AMPAR diffusion on paired pulse responses
could be even stronger if only desensitized receptors would dif-
fuse out of the release site, whereas naïve receptors would
replace them. Several studies reported that glutamate tends to
increase AMPAR mobility,49,144 without clearly identifying
the underlying molecular mechanism. Using conformational
mutants and drug applications, Constals et al. demonstrated
that desensitized receptors are more diffusive than opened or
closed receptors.75 Glutamate induced unbinding, or at least
uncoupling, between AMPARs and its main auxiliary protein
stargazin has been described since 2004.145,146 The use of
genetic fusion between AMPAR and stargazin and biochemical
experiments confirmed that the glutamate-dependent mobility
increase was due to a loss of affinity of desensitized receptors
for their auxiliary proteins.75 This loss of AMPAR-TARP inter-
action is important for the recovery observed during paired-
pulse depression experiments75 (Fig. 4). Other auxiliary proteins
may also play a role in the recovery from depression, such as
Shisa6, which traps AMPAR into synapses and prevents desen-
sitization during synaptic activity.91

A model emerged from these studies, in which AMPARs are
immobilized inside nanodomains by interacting with auxiliary
proteins and scaffolding proteins. The first release of glutamate
activates AMPAR, which then quickly desensitize. The associated
conformational changes trigger an increase in AMPAR mobility,
freeing them from TARP induced immobilization. The freely
diffusive closed receptors can be specifically trapped at these
free trapping sites, allowing a renewing of AMPAR inside the
nanocluster in the tens of milliseconds. This specific glutamate-
induced mobility of desensitized AMPAR can be at the root of
the receptor turnover essential for fidelity of fast synaptic
transmission.75 Such a model reconciles the role of AMPAR
desensitization with their experimentally measured weak
impact on paired pulse responses. A prediction of these results
is that regulation of AMPAR mobility could adapt neuronal
responses to bursting activity. It will be, therefore, of interest

to determine the impact of AMPAR mobility on tuning network
activity.

3.2 Long-Term Plasticity

While we described above how synapses can modify their short-
term responses, it has also been described half a century ago
that they can regulate their responses on the long term. These
mechanisms, called long-term plasticity, seem at least in part,
to be at the basis of information storage and memory.18–20,34

It is now well established that these learning and memory mech-
anisms are mediated in large part by long lasting changes in the
AMPAR mediated synaptic responses. The most thoroughly
characterized examples of such synaptic plasticity are LTP
and long-term depression (LTD).18,34

Since these first seminal papers, many laboratories worked to
decipher the molecular mechanisms responsible for those
events. It is now clear that LTP and LTD require the exocytosis
and the endocytosis of AMPARs, respectively. These mecha-
nisms trigger a regulation of the total amount of AMPAR at
the cell surface. However, we previously described that the post-
synapse is dynamically nano-organized and that both the
dynamic and the organization of AMPAR regulate synaptic
transmission properties. Recently, Monte Carlo-based simula-
tion described the multiple molecular parameters that could lead
to a potentiation.63 Those simulations revealed that an increase
in AMPAR clustering inside nanodomains, or an increase in
the number of AMPAR per nanodomain, or an improvement of
the alignment between presynaptic release sites and AMPAR
clusters, could trigger an increase in AMPAR response ampli-
tude. Surprisingly, these models suggested that a 50% potentia-
tion in synaptic current necessitates either a 100% to 200%
increase in AMPAR number at the synapses, or only a modest
increase in the AMPARs density into nanodomains.63,65 Based
on those simulations and the discovery of the trapping of
AMPAR into nanodomains, it is possible to postulate that

Fig. 4 Chronological scheme of the role of AMPAR lateral mobility on short-term paired pulse response.
Before release, all receptors are closed, part of them are trapped inside clusters, the other diffusing freely.
Just after release, if release happens on clusters, receptors in an area of 150 nm around the release site
get opened and then rapidly desensitized, leading to classical synaptic currents. Rapidly, part of desen-
sitized receptors unbind from their auxiliary proteins and diffuse out of the release site. Diffusive closed
receptors can be trapped by the free auxiliary proteins, renewing the naïve AMPAR content inside
the cluster. When a second release happens, part of receptors desensitized by the first release have
diffused out of the area facing the release site, and most receptors under the release are in a closed
state, available for activation by the second release. This conformational-dependent lateral mobility
favors a sustained synaptic response at high release frequency.
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LTP could be due to an increase in the density of AMPAR and/or
an increase of the nanodomain size, or an improvement in the
alignment between the presynaptic glutamate release site and the
postsynaptic nanodomain. The use of super-resolution micros-
copy being quite recent in the field, this hypothesis has not been
yet investigated, but previous studies could help us to support or
invalidate some of these hypotheses.

First, regarding the hypothesis of an increase in AMPAR
density inside nanodomains during LTP, d-STORM experiments
allowed to determine that 20 to 25 receptors are contained
inside a nanodomain.65,106,130 Structural properties of AMPARs
indicate that an individual homomeric GluA2 AMPAR has
a width of around 15 nm, at its N-terminal domain.87 Even
if some other studies determined that heteromeric GluA2/GluA3
AMPARs have a more compact NTD in an “O-shape,”147 an
estimation of around 15 nm taking into account the presence
of the various auxiliary proteins should be close to the reality,
leading to an estimated area of 0.0002 μm2 per receptor.148,149

The surface of a nanodomain is around 0.008 μm2, correspond-
ing to a diameter of 100 nm.65 Based on mathematical compact-
ing optimization calculation, a maximum of 35 receptors can be
contained inside a single nanodomain.150 Considering the
molecular arrangement inside the membrane as a nearly optimal
organization, justified by the ability of AMPAR to exchange
inside the nanodomain, we can conclude that the packing level
of AMPAR is already likely close to its maximum at the basal
state, making unlikely the hypothesis that an increase of
AMPAR density inside nanodomains could underlie LTP.

Another hypothesis proposed to explain LTP is an improve-
ment of the alignment of the presynaptic release site with
AMPAR nanodomains. Modeling has demonstrated that such
changes in preorganization–postorganization should improve
both amplitude and reliability of synaptic transmission.56,59,63

Tang et al. have investigated the effect of chemical-LTP on
the transsynaptic alignment between RIM1/2 and PSD-95 clus-
ters. They reported that nanocolumns are conserved after LTP
induction, with an enrichment of PSD-95 clusters. Unfortu-
nately they did not precisely quantify the potential nanoscale
changes between glutamate release sites and AMPARs nanodo-
mains alignment during LTP.129

The last hypothesis relates to the incorporation of new
AMPAR during LTP. An increase in the total amount of surface
AMPARs due to exocytosis as well as an immobilization at
synaptic sites of surface receptors has been regularly observed
after LTP induction.30,96,151,152 The use of single-molecule
tracking allowed to investigate the molecular mechanisms
responsible for the activity-dependent trapping of AMPAR
inside the synapse.47,78,96 After N-méthyl-D-aspartic acid
receptor (NMDAR) activation by a LTP protocol, the resulting
calcium influx triggers CaMKII translocation from a dendritic
position to the synapses, where it phosphorylates the C-
Terminal domain of various AMPAR subunits and auxiliary
proteins. In the case of the AMPAR auxiliary protein stargazin,
phosphorylation of the stretch of serines upstream of the c-ter-
minal PDZ-binding domain changes the positive charges of the
C-tail to highly negative, inducing its repulsion from the neg-
atively charged membrane lipids. This allows the unfolding of
the C-tail and favors its interaction with the scaffolding pro-
teins PSD95.92,93,96 Such a mechanism triggers a net increase
in the synaptic trapping of AMPARs. However, whether
AMPARs become trapped on pre-existing nanodomains or if
new ones are created remains to be determined.

Other auxiliary proteins than stargazin could be implicated in
this process. For example, gamma-8 is required for LTP.100

All of those results strongly support the hypothesis that new syn-
aptic immobilization slots for AMPAR are created during LTP
induction.153 The discovery of the nanodomain organization of
AMPAR inside synapses underlines the importance of the
localization of such trapping events. Nanodomains have been
identified as the place where AMPARs are immobilized. Thus,
an increase in AMPAR trapping should be mediated by an
increase either in the number of clusters, or in their sizes. Use
of super-resolution microscopy should help to answer this
question and provide further evidence of the highly dynamic
reorganization of AMPARs at the nanoscale during LTP.

4 Conclusion
Application of super-resolution techniques in both live and fixed
neurons has revealed a new and unexpected level of AMPAR
organization inside synapses, allowing to tune our model of syn-
aptic transmission. Indeed, single-particle tracking microscopy
has demonstrated that lateral mobility of AMPAR impacts fast
synaptic transmission by creating a constant turnover between
desensitized and naïve receptors. Fixed and live super-resolution
techniques led to the discovery of AMPAR nano-organization
and led to the introduction of the notion of a postsynaptic quan-
tum of response.

Even if the interplay between long-term plasticity and
AMPAR nanoscale organization has not yet been determined,
previous work tends to support the notion that an increase in
molecular trapping into nanodomains during LTP is at least
one cause of the increase in synaptic response.

One century after the first description of the synapse, our
vision largely evolved, due to technical improvements. A
modern synapse is not a homogenously organized organelle
but a complex assembly of nanoscale compartments whose
individual components exchange constantly. This level of
organization seems adapted to optimize the efficiency of use
of the presynaptically released glutamate. Indeed, if as it as
been recently shown, presynaptic release sites are aligned with
AMPAR nanoclusters, the various glutamate receptors will be
organized at a distance from release site relative to their affinity
for glutamate.129 The higher their affinity (as for NMDAR or
mGluR) the less stringent the location of receptors with respect
to the release site.

Regulation of AMPAR localization and trafficking heavily
relies on a complex interplay between the AMPAR complex
composition and the level of phosphorylation of the various
cytoplasmic tails of the complex—be it receptors or their aux-
iliary proteins. The next step will be the understanding of the
role of each auxiliary protein on AMPAR nanoscale organiza-
tion and the impact on synaptic transmission properties during
the various state of the synapse, during development and
plasticity events, and in the different brain regions.
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